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Abstract—Identification of tracked objects is a key capability of
automated surveillance and information systems for air, surface
and subsurface (maritime), and ground environments, improving
situational awareness and offering decision support to operational
users. The Bayesian-based Identification Data Combining Process
(IDCP) provides an effective instrument for fusion of uncer-
tain identity indications from various sources. A user-oriented
approach to configuration of the process is introduced, which
enables operators to adapt the IDCP to changing identification
needs in varying operational scenarios. Application of results
from cognitive psychology and decision theory provides good
access to retrieval of Bayesian data and makes configuration
easily feasible to operational experts.
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I. IDENTIFICATION

Identification is the characterization of a tracked object by
assignment of an identity (ID). This identity gives indications
of object features, necessary to know in performing military
missions, e.g., allegiance or intent. As standard identities in
military context, Friend, Assumed Friend, Neutral, Suspect,
Hostile, and Unknown are frequently used. Differently defined
identities might be favored, depending on the operational
scenario.

In automated surveillance and information systems for air,
surface and subsurface (maritime), and ground environments,
identification is a key capability, which extends the traditional
positional and kinematical information on tracks. Identities for
tracked objects are gained by fusion of information provided
by different sources, e.g., based on track behavior, IFF equip-
ment, and adherence to air traffic regulations. Assigning an
identity significantly improves the benefit of such systems for
situational awareness and decision support.

To adapt an identification process to its operational require-
ments, as well as its technical and operational environment,
configuration of the process is necessary. Configuration is
the retrieval of set-up data for operational use of an identi-
fication process. The intention of this paper is to provide a
configuration approach to a Bayesian identification process,
which is particularly suitable for user-oriented configuration
by operational experts.

The outline of this work is as follows: In section I we
consider some general aspects of identification, providing a

common frame for the subsequent topics. As an example of
Bayesian-based identification, we introduce the Identification
Data Combining Process (IDCP) in section II. Certain key
aspects of a configuration process are considered in section
III, which turned out to be important for an operational
oriented and user-friendly retrieval of IDCP configuration data.
Conclusions and future work are outlined in section IV.

A. Model
In principle, all considerations made in this paper are valid
for air, surface and subsurface (maritime), and ground en-
vironments. In figure 1 a model of general identification of
a tracked object is given, which is the basis of subsequent
considerations. Note, that the model refers to identification
on a track by track approach. Problems of tracking are
not considered here, and a proper association of data and
information to the corresponding track is presumed.

A Sensor receives emitted or reflected Measurable Emis-
sions of a tracked Object and provides Sensor Data after
processing. The handling within the sensor focuses on signal
processing aspects. Note, that the scope of sensors includes
various technical and nontechnical types, ranging from radar,
technical imaging, and electronic support measures, to human
observers and intelligence.

Using additional Context Data, the Evaluation component
analyzes sensor data, resulting in Identity Indications. These
indications describe technical properties, attributes, or charac-
teristics of the tracked object in focus, e.g., type of aircraft,
operation of an IFF device, or high maximum velocity.

ID Sources consist each of a sensor and a corresponding
evaluation component. Even nontechnical sources are possible,
e.g., aerial image analysts and field observers.

In general, a number of ID sources provide identity indi-
cations to the Identification Process. This process performs
fusion and interpretation using configuration data, denoted
as Operational & Technical Data. The identification process
provides the assessed track Identity, e.g., Friend, Neutral, or
Hostile, to an Identity Consumer for further processing, i.e.,
to an automated surveillance and information system.

B. Challenges
The major task of identification is to assign an adequate
identity to each track. A good approach of identification should
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Figure 1. Model of identification

consider exactly those facts, which correspond to important
coherences in reality and significant type of configuration
information. Everything else should be omitted. For configu-
ration, this implies, that every configuration data should have
a well-defined correspondent in the real application world.

With respect to a good identification approach, we briefly
point out the following challenges, that can interfere with
correct assessment of identities.

Obviously, proper association of data to tracks is fun-
damental. Uncertainties and Inaccuracies of measurements
might result in misleading identity indications. Uncertainties
of interpretations of identity indications can imply inadequate
identities for tracks. Concerning the former, consider an ob-
server who has problems to distinguish a civil airliner in
distance from a strategic bomber (e.g., a B-52).

A sufficient number of contributing ID sources is essential,
the less discrimination capability they have, the more sources
are needed to perform reliable identification. In addition, the
available ID sources might not be appropriate to provide ade-
quate identity indications to discriminate between several pos-
sible resulting identities. Consider as example adherence to a
civil air lane, providing indications rather on the civil/military
character than on allegiances to own, neutral, or enemy forces.

Due to operational scenario, environment, and technique,
several identity indications from different ID sources on the
same tracked object may contain Conflicts, i.e., information
with high likelihood that is apparently contradicting. As an
example consider a track performing an attack on own forces
(hostile indication), which shows a valid IFF mode 4 response
(friendly indication).

Providing solutions to these challenges turns identification
into a continuous process. In some cases, incorrect identities
may result. Due to these facts, it is necessary not only to
present identity results to an operational user, but also related
uncertainties expressing reliability of results.

Final identification authority should be left to a responsible
user. However, an automated identification support function
provides far reaching support, in particular considering routine
tasks. Configuration enables the adaptation to varying opera-
tional scenarios.

C. Competitive Approaches

In theory and practice, there are a number of approaches
addressing fusion in combination with identification, see [1]
and references therein. It seems, that rule-based (see e.g., [2]),
Dempster-Shafer, (see e.g., [1], [3]), and Bayesian approaches
(see e.g., [2], [3], [4], [5]) are most commonly used.

Rule-based approaches formulate if-then clauses. They seem
to be the only ones, also being manually applied in practice,
see [2], [5]. In general, they suffer from missing completeness
of rules, difficult handling of conflicts, and ignorance of
uncertainties.

Approaches based on Dempster-Shafer theory became more
and more popular in recent years. This is due to their
less stringent needs for statistical information compared to
Bayesian processes, see [1]. Unclear mathematical consistency
and interpretability of configuration data and intermediate
results are main points of criticism.

Bayesian approaches rely on sound mathematical foun-
dations, see, e.g., [6]. Particularly, no arbitrary weighting
of source information as applied in some heuristic fusion
approaches is needed. On the negative side, a higher effort
of configuration data retrieval and potential problems with the
availability of data is pointed out in literature, see e.g., [1].

In section II we consider further, more special aspects of
an exemplary Bayesian identification approach. Section III
proposes a configuration approach for the Bayesian process.
This approach enables even nontechnical operational users to
overcome problems related to configuration.

D. Dynamic Scenarios

Performance of identification directly depends on the quality
of process adjustment to the deployment specifics, i.e., how
good the identification process is configured for this use case.

In a dynamic scenario, identification needs and framework
is frequently changing. The identification process has to be re-
configured in order to adapt to changing operational, political,
situational, and environmental parameters. Dynamic scenarios
are gaining relevance. In fact, even classic, static scenarios like
military airspace control have been subject to change due to
renegades, i.e., terrorists using hijacked airliners as weapons.

The challenges in configuration of dynamic scenario iden-
tification are adaptation to the actual identification needs and
corresponding adjustment of the identification process. Both
have to be performed ad hoc and pinpointed, because of quick
reaction demands in operational deployment. In general, there
is no time for process tuning based on approaches of adaptive
control or learning.

As example, consider a maritime interdiction operation,
enforcing a weapons embargo. Alternately, there are situations
of search and surveillance, transfer into operational areas,
and self-defense. Each situation implies its own identification
needs and priorities. Threatening or harmless is the major
discrimination need in self-defense situations. In contrast,
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smugglers need to be discriminated from ordinary traffic, while
performing the main task of embargo enforcement.

Therefore, need for configuration can be omnipresent. Its
relevance reaches far beyond the system development phase
and high-level operational planing. A configuration approach
should enable even operational users to adopt their identifi-
cation process flexibly to dynamically changing operational
mission environments.

II. IDENTIFICATION DATA COMBINING PROCESS

The Identification Data Combining Process (IDCP) is a flex-
ible generic concept for determination and exchange of ID
information between distributed participants. It is standard-
ized in NATO STANAG N◦4162 (ed.2) ’Identification Data
Combining Process’. The IDCP approach relies on the sound
mathematical model of Bayesian theory. Its design provides a
generic description of both identification and technical proper-
ties of identification sources. Therefore by configuration, it is
easily adaptable to changing user requirements of operational
and technical type in context of different operational situations
and systems for surveillance and information.

A. Source Types

Manifold information sources can be flexibly integrated in
an IDCP process. General composition and functionality of
IDCP-sources are as described in section I, within subsection
Model. IDCP sources are grouped into source types with sim-
ilar functionality and output type. Figure 2 shows a selection
of IDCP source types, taken from [7].

Figure 2. Selected IDCP source types

As example we consider the source type Question &
Answer. This source type comprehends all cooperative pro-
cedures based on challenge and response. Next to classical
sources based on IFF mode 1 to mode 5, e.g., carrying out
changes of heading requested over a secured voice line is also
used as identification procedure. Note that all these sources,
even IFF mode 5, provide only an indication on identity, since
the problem of compromised codes and communication has
to be taken into account. In addition, certain objects do not
provide identity indications by sources of this type.

Discrete Events is a source type, that contains the evaluation
of special events, which do not happen frequently. Engagement
of own forces, aggressive maneuvers, and illumination with a

fire control radar, are examples for this source type. Typically,
they provide strong indications on identity. Note, that in
context of IDCP, the identity indications in figure 1 are referred
to as declarations.

B. Design

The IDCP is a Bayesian multi stage identification process,
differing from Naive-Bayes (single stage) approaches. Other
Bayesian approaches are more related, e.g., [2], [5]. The
following description of the IDCP approach and process is
according to [4], [8]. There are three major parts of the IDCP
approach:
(i) Characterization of Identification Interest: The IDCP

approach models identification and discrimination aspects
of missions from a purely operational viewpoint. Possi-
ble identities and determination of adequate operational
attributes for discrimination of the identities are defined
by configuration. Consider the standard identities Friend,
Assumed Friend, Neutral, etc., and for operational at-
tributes the allegiances Own, Neutral, and Enemy Forces
as example.

(ii) Description of ID Sources: Sources and their perfor-
mance are modeled from a purely technical perspective
within the IDCP approach. This includes description of
source discrimination capabilities by technical attributes
of objects. On the other hand, uncertainties and inaccu-
racies resulting from the measurement are modeled in an
objective way by use of conditional probabilities. Again,
technical attributes, uncertainties, and inaccuracies are
defined within configuration. As example for technical
attributes, consider the frequency type of a radar device,
or the adherence to a requested heading change.

(iii) Operational Interpretation of Source Information:
This part models the link between the operational Char-
acterization of Identification Interest and the technical
Description of ID Sources. The IDCP approach realizes
the link by operational interpretation of source informa-
tion on technical attributes, i.e., configurable transforma-
tion of technical into operational attributes. This inter-
pretation also accounts for uncertainties of the transfor-
mation processing. Again, the interpretation is described
by means of conditional probabilities. They define for
example, how to operationally interpret a valid IFF mode
3 or mode 4 code.

The IDCP determines identities of tracks, which are provided
by an underlying tracking instance. It is applied separately
to each tracked object and performs Bayesian calculations
according to the diagram shown in figure 3. Configuration
data, as shown on the right hand side in the diagram, are
described in the following subsection.

Briefly, we sketch the processing workflow of the IDCP, for
details see [4], [8], and references therein. Different Sources
provide declarations on the tracked object in focus. Conversion
steps convert source specific declarations into a standard
format, containing all available technical information on the
object. Conversion relates to part (ii) of the IDCP approach. At
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Figure 3. IDCP diagram

this point, information can be shared with dislocated instances
of the IDCP, which are part of other operational systems.

Mapping is the operational interpretation according to part
(iii) of the IDCP approach. After these steps, operational
information provided on the track by each source is available.

By Bayesian means, Fusion is performed. Subsequent ap-
plication of the Theorem of Bayes provides the Posterior
Likelihood Vector

PLV = (p(o1 | d1, . . . , dN ), . . . , p(oK | d1, . . . , dN )) (1)

with ok (k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}) referring to operational attributes
and dj representing the declaration of source j. The PLV
is a conditional distribution on operational attributes of the
tracked object, given the denoted declarations. As important
intermediate result, it represents all consolidated available
information on this object, including uncertainties and inac-
curacies. Together with the subsequent identity selection, the
IDCP approach aspects of part (i) are covered.

Finally, within an ID Decision step the appropriate identity
is selected, based on the PLV by use of Bayesian decision
theory, see [6].

C. Configuration Data

Adaptation of the IDCP to different operational application
scenarios and ID sources is performed by configuration. At the
right side of figure 3 required configuration data are shown.
We briefly discuss these data and refer to section III for aspects
of data retrieval:

Context Data Geo&Co are needed by ID sources for
evaluation of sensor data, as described in section I within
subsection Model. They consist of different kinds of context
information, e.g., geographical, environmental, and political
aspects. Considering an IFF source, the IFF codes are con-
tained. For use in IDBO sources (IDentification By Origin),
the location of airports and military bases are provided. Due
to its nature, there is no comprehensive format of Geo&Co
data. Context Data are not specific to the IDCP approach.

Performance and characteristics of sources are provided
by Source Probability Matrices SPM . They describe the

technical discrimination capabilities as well as uncertainties
and inaccuracies of measurements of sources. As format,
conditional distributions on technical attributes are used. For
a source, its SPM covers part (ii) of the IDCP approach.

The Mapping Matrices MM provide data for operational
interpretations of technical attributes. Depending on opera-
tional situation, they state for example, how a tracked object,
operating an IFF device, has to be interpreted with respect
to operational allegiance attributes, i.e., Own, Neutral, and
Enemy Forces. Technically, specific mapping matrix data of
source i are expressed by MMi = (p(sj | ok))j,k, with sj

referring to technical and ok to operational attributes. Mapping
matrices are related to part (iii) of the IDCP approach.

Expectations on operational scenario are expressed by the
Force Mix Ratio FMR. This ratio gives an unconditional
distribution on operational attributes, e.g., how many tracked
objects have Own, Neutral, or Enemy Force characteristics.
The FMR covers also aspects of part (iii) of the IDCP
approach.

A Risk Value Matrix RVM is used for the selection of
an appropriate identity, focusing on a track. It contains an
operational estimate of the grade of consequences for each
decision on all identities. The RVM is a matrix with values
ranging within [0, 100]. The meaning of such an entry states
for example a numerical grade, expressing the consequences
of an own force track, to be declared as suspect.

D. Characteristics

The IDCP is an effective Bayesian approach to identification,
which reflects the important coherences of identification in
reality, as stated in parts (i), (ii), and (iii) of the IDCP
approach. Besides general advantages of Bayesian processes,
the possibilities of easily defining new identities and incor-
porating new different sources is provided. This makes the
IDCP flexible and adaptable to both different and dynami-
cally changing operational scenarios and alternating technical
system environments.

Due to its design, the IDCP can make use of all available
sources. In its underlying model for identification, facts, un-
certainties, and inaccuracies are handled in a mathematical
sound way. Identification results are presented to the operator,
supplemented by information on uncertainties and inaccura-
cies of the identification performed. This information can be
expressed, e.g., by providing a risk and stability value for the
calculated identity, and an entropy value as measure for the
amount of contributing source information.

The IDCP detects conflicts between source information and
passes them to the system or an operator for further handling.

By configuration, adaptation to different scenarios and
environments is accomplished. The configuration data are
limited to relevant data, with well-defined correspondents in
application reality. As seen in the previous subsection, there is
a strict separation of technical and operational configuration
data, which makes the data retrieval easier. Retrieval is fur-
ther supported by only marginal dependencies between data
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and robustness with respect to numerical configuration data
inaccuracies.

Summing up, the IDCP provides a sophisticated solution for
a user-orientated identification approach. In the next section,
we introduce an approach for convenient user-orientated IDCP
configuration.

III. CONFIGURATION

Our mission statement is to develop a configuration approach
of the IDCP, which enables operational experts to adapt the
IDCP to dynamically changing operational environments on its
own. Due to diverseness of the large number of possible appli-
cation spectra, configuration significantly improves the benefit
of identification processes for operational use. In some cases,
application of these processes is only enabled by adaptation
to the specific situation, as provided by configuration.

A. Requirements

A configuration process, which addresses needs of operational
experts and users, must be composed according to opera-
tional requirements, next to general aspects, e.g., convenient
usability. From the viewpoint of operational experts, the pro-
cess of IDCP configuration has to easily fit into established
military workflows and procedures of operation and mission
preparation. In fact, configuration of identification is part of
a superordinated military planing process. Therefore, it is
important to focus on adequate fragmentation, and addressing
of configuration data retrieval requests to operational experts
according to their domain.

An operational expert has to understand the impacts of his
inputs. He is responsible for the operational configuration data
which are provided by him. Within configuration, usage of
appropriate wording from the operational expert’s language
is essential. No specific technical, in particular Bayesian
knowledge, should be necessary at all. These later aspects
should be concealed by detailed solutions for configuration
data retrieval.

In comparison to operational configuration data, technical
data are relatively stable. It must be avoided to address
questions on technical aspects to operational users. Otherwise,
operational users and technical experts depend on each other
throughout the whole process. Due to parts (i) and (ii) of the
IDCP approach, encapsulation of technical aspects enables the
provision of all technical configuration data in the development
phase, prior to the first deployment of the identification system.

Finally, a configuration approach should be feasible, to
create corresponding software tools, which provide guidance
to its users throughout the configuration process.

B. Approach

Summing up the requirements, we developed an IDCP con-
figuration approach, which can be integrated easily into es-
tablished military workflows and procedures of operation and
mission preparation. Although, guided by application in naval
environments, the considerations can be adopted easily to other
branches.

By its special design and characteristics, we found the
IDCP very appropriate for being subject to user-orientated
configuration. Our approach is based upon these specific
characteristics. Anyhow, most parts of the approach can be
applied to other Bayesian processes as well.

The IDCP configuration approach considers two major
areas: A business process model and data retrieval techniques.

The business process model of operational and technical
data configuration proposes a proceeding for a complete
configuration run of the IDCP for one or several missions.
Four main activities of the business process are subdivided in
activities for configuration data retrieval. Note that the main
activities are performed at different time periods, by different
personnel, and at different locations. In the subsection Business
Process some aspects of the business process are described.

In the second area, data retrieval techniques address prob-
lems, which arise within the activities of the business process.
Basically, such problems result from configuration retrieval of
data with particular formats. Retrieval of conditional distribu-
tions, expressing operational domain knowledge, appears to
us as most demanding challenge. Therefore, we focus on this
aspect in the subsections Distribution Retrieval and Supported
Retrieval, exemplarily.

C. Business Process

Figure 4 shows the main activities of the business process of
IDCP configuration.

Figure 4. Main activities of configuration business process

• Technical Preparation: During the development phase
of a system with identification features, Technical Prepa-
ration takes places. Following operational guidelines,
technical experts describe ID sources by considering
discrimination capabilities and accuracy. In doing so,
common and technical knowledge is applied to provide
Source Probability Matrices and parts of Context Data.

• Conceptual Preparation: Outside the context of current
deployments, Conceptual Preparation focuses on general
operational aspects. Operational experts analyze different
kinds of future operations and missions, with particular
respect to prospective identification needs. They mainly
rely on operational context knowledge and experience,
and provide prepared sets of identities for different types
of missions.
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• Operational Preparation: Operational experts conduct
the main activity Operational Preparation, if facing an
assigned deployment. Possible mission scenarios within
the operation are considered. Mission-adequate sets of
identities and ID sources are selected from prepared data.
A major task within this main activity is the retrieval
of operational data. In particular, these are conditional
and unconditional probabilities for Mapping Matrices and
Force Mix Ratio, as well as numbers for Risk Value
Matrices. Relying on the results of the technical and con-
ceptual preparation, military orders, as well as operational
and common knowledge on the area of deployment is
applied. The whole designated operation is prepared as
far as possible at this time.

• Mission Adaptation: Within ongoing operations, Mis-
sion Adaptation provides the flexibility to align the con-
figuration towards actual identification needs. Operational
users conduct this adaptation of configuration data within
mission planning by selecting and readjusting appropriate
sets of prepared data. In addition, the provision of for-
merly unavailable Context Data, containing current mis-
sion, tactical command, situational, and context-specific
information, is necessary. Note that at this point, the
operational user is not requested to provide probability
data. In essence he works on basis of prepared data sets,
provided by the other main activities in advance.

As a matter of course, the main activities are subdivided in
activities, which contain all tasks to perform a complete IDCP
configuration. Instead of considering further structural details
of the configuration process, we turn our attention towards two
of its key tasks.

D. Distribution Retrieval

Most of IDCP configuration data are Bayesian-style condi-
tional probability distributions. Generally, operational experts
have a good understanding of their subject domain matter.
This includes intuitive statistical description of related facts,
compare, e.g., [9]. In contrast, due to [10] even well-educated
humans may have significant problems in formally handling
this statistical information. Relevance concerning Bayesian
identification was pointed out by [2]. Consequently, cognitive
considerations have to be taken into account for retrieval.

According to [10] the understanding and communicating
of statistical data is profoundly dependent on the chosen
way of presentation. In particular single event probabilities,
conditional probabilities, and relative risks show confusing
effects. Concerning conditional probabilities, [10] proposes the
use of natural frequencies to foster insight. The term ’natural’
denotes the fact, that all stated frequencies refer to the same
class of observation.

Next to the problem of communicating conditional proba-
bilities, we are interested in retrieval of distributions from an
operational expert, who has a good intuitive understanding of
subject matter. Asking for numerical values, directly or by use
of scroll bars, contains the risk of getting stuck in problems
of precise numerical reproduction of intuitive knowledge. In

such cases, the user tends to provide an excessive numerical
accuracy which is not needed with regard to the IDCP. In our
opinion, the precision of data retrieved must be (indirectly)
predetermined by the applied retrieval technique.

Figure 5. Scale-based distribution retrieval

Avoiding a numerical retrieval, we prefer a scale-based
input of (natural) frequencies with verbal step designators.
An equidistant spacing is presumed and the designators are
intended to express this verbally. Figure 5 shows an example
of a scale-based distribution retrieval, inquiring the frequency
of operating an IFF mode 4 device by tracks of different
allegiances. Note, that with the questionnaire technique, it is

Figure 6. Mapping Matrix distributions

common practice to use five steps in unidirectional scales, see
[11]. Therefore we applied four designated increments in both
directions, starting at an average. The intermediate steps in-
between are intentionally left undesignated. This is due to the
observation, that there are some cases, where humans prefer
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to chose something in-between of two clearly defined adjacent
designators.

The IDCP requirements considering accuracy can be satis-
fied using scaling with 15 steps. The middle step refers to 50
out of 100, while steps at each end denote 99 and 1 out of 100,
respectively. Absolute values 100 and 0 are avoided because
of numerical reasons induced by the IDCP. For psychological
reasons the option of no declaration must be provided. No
information in Bayesian context is handled like average type
information.

Evaluation of the assigned frequencies, given in figure 5,
leads to the Mapping Matrix MMIFF4 = (p(sj | ok))j,k,
which contains the conditional probabilities, shown in figure
6. The fictive IFF mode 4 source has the technical attributes
s1,2 = IFF4, no IFF4 and the operational attributes o1,...,6 =
Own Military, Own Civil, Neutral Military, Neutral Civil,
Enemy Military, Enemy Civil. Therefore, configuration of op-
erational interpretation of the IFF mode 4 source is completed,
concerning the underlying mission.

E. Supported Retrieval

Concerning some aspects, operational experts only may have
a more vague subject domain knowledge. They may even
have not a clear intuitive statistical idea of these aspects of
their domain. The retrieval of distributions, as described in the
previous subsection Distribution Retrieval, is then not appli-
cable, because it requires an intuitive statistical understanding
of related facts. Therefore, a different approach for supported
retrieval of such vague knowledge is needed.

Informally, a distribution can be regarded as weighting of
alternatives. This enables us to apply results from decision
theory for retrieval of weightings. A still growing series of
approaches and corresponding modifications to this problem of
determination of weights has been provided. Amongst others,
common methods include Utility Analysis, Multi-Attribute
Utility Theory (MAUT), and Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP), see [12]. Within the German language area, Utility
Analysis is often used, in the international area, the AHP
is more common, according to [12]. Subsequently, we focus
on the application of the AHP to the problem of supported
retrieval.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process is a procedure for decision
making using weight assignments, which has been developed
by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970’s. Our following description
is according to [13]. The AHP was subject to many studies
and refinements. It is based upon complete pairwise quantita-
tive comparison as relative ratios. In addition the AHP uses
decomposition for refinement of the problem structure. We do
not use this part of the AHP concept.

Ratios of alternatives are provided by user statements.
By solving an Eigenvalue problem, the ratios are evaluated,
resulting in a weighting vector. The AHP smoothens the user-
stated ratios with respect to consistency. This means, that two
given ratios A : B and B : C for alternatives A, B, C
arithmetically imply a ratio A : C, which has to comply with
user statement on the ratio A : C.

As useful feature, the AHP provides also a measure on con-
sistency of the user-stated ratios. Therefore, focused correction
of ratios in order to improve consistency is enabled.

Subsequently, an exemplary application considers the AHP
support to retrieval of conditional probabilities. With excep-
tion of equidistant spacing of descriptors, the solutions from
cognitive psychology are applied again, as discussed in the
previous subsection Distribution Support.

Figure 7. AHP supported retrieval

For an IDBO (IDentification By Origin) source, the in-
formation is interrogated, how often an Own Military track
departs from an Own, a Neutral, or a Hostile Airport. Given
in figure 7, the scheme for supported retrieval performs a
pairwise comparison of departure frequencies of Own Military
tracks from Own or Neutral, Neutral or Hostile, and Hostile
or Own Airports.

Evaluation of the user inputs in figure 7 provides the re-
trieved (conditional) probabilities (p(sj | o1))j , which are part
of the Mapping Matrix MMIDBO of the IDBO source. The
retrieved probability distribution is given in figure 8. Note, that
the retrieved probabilities depend on the technical attributes
s1,2,3 = Own Airport, Neutral Airport, Hostile Airport and on
the operational attribute o1 = Own Military.

Figure 8. Derived conditional distribution for Own Military tracks

In order to configure the Mapping Matrix MMIDBO com-
pletely, the retrieval scheme in figure 7 must be applied also
to the remaining operational attributes Own Civil, Neutral
Military, Neutral Civil, Enemy Military, and Enemy Civil.

The iterations show the dilemma of supported retrieval:
In our example it is due to the quadratic complexity of
AHP’s complete pairwise comparisons. For provision of more
convenience to users, concerning retrieval details, the effort
for supported retrieval increases.
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Because of the extra effort of supported retrieval, compared
to the approach presented in subsection Distribution Retrieval,
it should be applied only if scale-based distribution retrieval
is not applicable. On the other hand, the supported retrieval
of conditional probabilities provides significant assistance to
nontechnical users. This legitimates a certain amount of extra
effort, if needed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an approach for configuration of the Bayesian-
based Identification Data Combining Process (IDCP) was
presented. The design of this configuration process was driven
by user needs and operational application context instead
of technical process details. Using a configuration business
process enables operational experts to adapt the IDCP flexibly
to dynamically changing operational environments.

Application of results from cognitive psychology makes
Bayesian data retrieval easily feasible to operational experts,
if they have an intuitive statistical understanding of the op-
erational issue. In case of missing statistical understanding,
using results from decision theory provides good access to
retrieve needed operational knowledge in form of Bayesian
configuration data.

Future work will include implementation of a prototypic
configuration tool providing access to extended evaluation
and enhancements on details of the configuration process for
operational users.
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